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INSTRUCTIONS
INDUSTRIAL USER SURVEY
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Please complete the attached form and return it to the following address:
Ms. Lynne Lindsey
Fort Bend County W.C.&I.D. No. 2
2331 South Main
Stafford, Texas 77477
If you have any questions please contact the following person(s):
Mark Woodward @ (281) 499-2041
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS
Item No. 1
A. - D. Provide all requested information about the facility producing the
discharge of wastewater, even if the wastewater is only from bathrooms and break rooms.
Item No. 2

A.

C - D.

Item No. 3

Item No. 5

Manufacturing or Service Activities Conducted & Final Products. NOTE:
State what kind of business, i.e. sales; rental; repair; etc.
Provide a listing of all primary raw materials and chemicals used in the
facility's operations. If trade names are used, provide information
regarding the active ingredients. Where available provide material safety
data sheets (MSDS).

D.

List each process, the production rate (i.e., 10,000 lbs. of (product name
per year), and the SIC code for each process.

A.

Provide the total plant flow rate (average and maximum) to the sanitary
sewer in gallons per day (gpd). If accurate flow measurements are
unavailable, provide the best estimate.

B.

Provide a breakdown of the sources of the total plant flow to the sanitary
sewer including process flows, sanitary wastewater, cooling water, etc.
Also indicate the flow rate (gpd) and the type of discharge. A batch
discharge is a discharge in which the wastewater is stored in a tank and the
tank is emptied at one time. A continuous discharge is one in which the
quality of the discharge may change during the day. The average daily
flow is the total flow for a month divided by the number of days in the
month for which there is a discharge.

A.

This report should be signed by an authorized representative as defined by
40 CFR 403.12(l), for any type of business, even if the flows are only
domestic.
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FORT BEND CO WATER CONTROL & IMPROVEMENT
DISTRICT NO. 2
INDUSTRIAL USER SURVEY
Instructions: Please complete this form in as much detail as possible. Include additional
information on attached sheets as necessary. Refer to the supplemental instructions and return
this report to the address shown in the instructions.
(1)

Identifying Information:
A. Legal Name:
Mailing Address:
Zip:
B. Facility Name:
Location:
Zip:
C. Facility Contact (provide the name, title, phone number, and e-mail address of a
designated person to contact if additional information is necessary.):

D. Provide the date the facility began/will begin discharging to the sanitary sewer:
________________________________________________
(2) Description of Operations:
A. Describe Manufacturing or Service Activities Conducted and the Final Products:

B. Summarize Processed Used in Service Provided or Product Produced:

2

Please check if your business is involved in any of the following industrial activities. Check all that
apply. A more detailed description of these categories can be found at
http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/waisidx_03/40cfrv26_03.html and
http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/waisidx_03/40cfrv27_03.html
____Dairy Products Processing

____Grain Mills

____Sugar Processing

____Textile Mills

____Cement Manufacturing

____Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFO)

____Electroplating

____Organic Chemicals, Plastics, and Synthetic Fibers

____Inorganic Chemicals Manufacturing

____Soap and Detergent Manufacturing

____Fertilizer Manufacturing

____Petroleum Refining

____Iron and Steel Manufacturing

____Nonferrous Metals Manufacturing

____Phosphate Manufacturing

____Steam Electric Power Generating

____Ferroalloy Manufacturing

____Leather Tanning and Finishing

____Glass Manufacturing

____Asbestos Manufacturing

____Rubber Manufacturing

____Timber Products Processing

____Pulp, Paper, and Paperboard

____Meat Products

____Metal Finishing

____Coal Mining

____Oil and Gas Extraction

____Mineral Mining and Processing

____Centralized Waste Treatment

____Pharmaceutical Manufacturing

____Ore Mining and Dressing

____Transportation Equipment Cleaning

____Waste Combustors

____Landfills

____Paint Formulating

____Ink Formulating

____Pesticide Chemicals

____Explosives Manufacturing

____Carbon Black Manufacturing

____Photographic processing (over 1,600 sq.ft./day)

____Hospital

____Battery Manufacturing

____Plastics Molding and Forming

____Metal Molding and Casting

____Coil Coating

____Porcelain Enameling

____Aluminum Forming

____Copper Forming

____Electrical and Electronic Components

____Nonferrous Metals Forming and Metal Powders

____Canned and Preserved Fruits and

____Canned and Preserved Seafood Processing

Vegetables Processing
____Gum and Wood Chemicals

____Paving and Roofing Materials (Tars and Asphalt)
____ Concentrated Aquatic Animal Production

Manufacturing
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C. List Raw Materials used (if your facility discharges wastewater, send MSDS sheets):

D. List Chemicals Used in Process (if your facility discharges wastewater, send MSDS
sheets):

Process Description

Production Rate

SIC Code

(3). Flow Measurement:
A. Total Plant Flow in Gallons Per Day (gpd):
Average:

Maximum:

B. Individual Process Flows in Gallons Per Day (gpd):

Process

Non-Process
Cooling Water
Sanitary Wastewater

Maximum
Average
Flow Rate (gpd) Flow Rate (gpd)

Type of Discharge
(Batch, etc.)

Average
Maximum
Flow Rate (gpd) Flow Rate (gpd)

Type of Discharge
(Batch, etc.)
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4) Generation of sludge and/or hauling of waste:
A. If the facility generates sludge or hauls wastes, please complete the following
information. If additional space is needed, attach separate sheets.
Type of Waste

Amount
generated per
month

Maximum
amount
stored

How often is
waste hauled
away

Hazardous
waste?
(Y or N)

B. Name of Waste Transporters(s):
_______
_____________________________________________________________________
C. Disposal Location(s), including permit numbers:

D. Send a copy of Waste Manifest, showing final disposition of each type of waste.
5). Signatory Requirement:
I certify under penalty of law that I have personally examined and am familiar with the
information in this Industrial User Status Report and all attachments, and that, based on my
inquiry of those persons immediately responsible for obtaining the information contained in the
report, I believe that the information is true, accurate and complete. I am aware that there are
significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and
imprisonment.

Name - Authorized Representative:

Signature:

Official Title:

Date:
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